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1 Executive Summary 
This document describes the activities carried out in the first year of CIPSEC project concerning the exploitation 
activities, the liaisons and collaboration initiatives facilitated by the project, the dissemination, as well as, the 
standardization activities. These actions are covered by Task 5.1, Task 5.2 and Task 5.3 under the work 
package 5 “Exploitation and dissemination plan including standardization activities”. Here, one of the main 
goals is to maximize exploitation and standardization, following and updating a plan, reported in deliverable 
D5.1 [1].  The first one defines the procedures to handle the generated IPR and to establish the uptake of 
CIPSEC‟s results after the end of the project. On the other hand, this work package has also the objective of 
performing all the dissemination activities in the project, spanning from collaborations with other research 
projects, production of training material and latest research outcomes at large. 

The summary of this first-year activities is the following: 

n Exploitation: All the industrial partners conducted a preliminary market analysis of their services or 
products, and an industrial road map reported in deliverable D5.1 [1], in month 6. In this deliverable D5.2, 
the roadmap has been extended for the next 6 months of the project. 

n Liaisons and collaborations: CIPSEC consortium has agreed a collaboration strategy with related projects. 
CIPSEC consortium has agreed a collaboration strategy with related projects such as: RESISTAND, S2R, 
mF2C, ECOSSIAN, WISER and KONFIDO. For each of the projects a contact person in CIPSEC (or more 
than one) has been assigned. In this first year, the focus of the collaboration with these projects has been 
to find the specific synergies between CIPSEC and the related projects. 

n Training and workshops: As part of the internal dissemination and training, industrial tool providers in 
CIPSEC have presented their tools in a series demos, both live and video recordings, to the rest of 
partners of the consortium. On the other hand, during this year, CIPSEC members have agreed on 
organizing three CIPSEC workshops, two of them during the second year of the project, and the third 
workshop during the third year; all of them co-located with conferences such as IWQoS’17, ARES’17 and 
ARES’18. Finally, it was agreed to organize a training course, supported by FORTH, during the second 
year of the project.   

n Dissemination activities: CIPSEC carried out several dissemination activities related to CIPSEC concepts: 

• Creation and support of CIPSEC Web page and CIPSEC social networks: Twitter, LinkedIn and 
Research gate. 

• Preparation of dissemination material: flyer and poster. 

• Attendance to different Industrial and Scientific events. 

• Publication of five conference papers (in IEEE PRDC, 2017, in Workshop on S4CIP 2017, in 
CrossCloud’17, FTC 2017, and in IEEE ISVLSI 2017), one white paper (in CYSIS) , one paper in a 
journal (SIC journal), and five press releases; as well as submission of two more articles. 

• Creation of a CIPSEC blog with monthly entries and a Newsletter released every six months. 

n Standardization: Preparation of a standardization plan based on three key types of actions: (1) project-
internal dissemination of standards information, (2) provide feedback to the standardization bodies in order 
to help improve their standards and their interoperability and (3) participation in the evolution of standards 
to advocate the results of CIPSEC’s innovations. These actions have started with the identification of 
standards bodies where CIPSEC members have direct contacts to contribute. 
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2 Glossary 
BMC Business Model Canvas 
CI Critical Infrastructures 
CIP Critical Infrastructures Protection 
DDoS Distribute Denial of Service 
EOS European Organization of Security  
f2f  Face to Face 
ISCPA Cyber Security Protection Alliance 
KPI Key performance Indicator 
MVP Minimum Viable Product 
OEM Original Equiment Manufacturer 
PoC Proof of Concept 
PPP Public-Private Partnership 
PPP Public-Private Partnerships 
SOC Security Operation Center 
UIC the worldwide railway organisation 
XL-SIEM  Cross-Layer Security Information and Event Management 
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3  Exploitation activities report  

3.1 General overview of the exploitation activities 
The following activities were developed during the first six month months of CIPSEC project, and are reported 
in detail in deliverable D5.1 [1]: 

n Preliminary market analysis: Each partner conducted an initial market analysis of the solution(s) and 
services they are developing and integrating into the CIPSEC project. This early analysis is based on the 
needs of the CIP market where the solutions could fit, understanding the particularities of the sector, the 
elements, limitations and potential competitors that are currently impacting the CI sector. Each solution 
was analysed separately in its own market but the strongest point of CIPSEC project resides in the fact 
that the framework being developed is a full all-in-one solution for Critical Infrastructures and currently 
there is nothing similar in the market. 

All the partners involved worked on the initial market analysis, representing a starting point for the general 
exploitation plan based on the following aspects: 

• Go-to-Market strategies:  

♦ Prospects  

♦ Pre-first period  

♦ Market seeding  

• Commercial role:  

♦ Broker 

♦ Contractor 

♦ Distributor 

♦ Distributor (on-line) 

♦ Lessor 

♦ OEM / Partner for OEM 

♦ Referral 

♦ Reseller 

• IP licensing strategies:  

♦ Distribution agreement 

♦ Licensing 

♦ Open source 

♦ Start-up / Spin-out / Joint venture 

• Revenue strategies 

♦ Charge-for-everything. On premises 

♦ Freemium 

♦ Upgrade 

♦ Software as a Service. On cloud 

Besides the standard and general plan, the partners involved worked on the initial individual 
exploitation plan considering the potential clients and market, competitors, strengths and advantages 
as well as the reuse of the outputs by the rest of the partners for the consortium benefit. 

The results of this preliminary market analysis can be found on the D5.1, [1], published on the 31st of 
October 2016. 
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n Industrial Roadmap: Each partner involved in this task and taking into account the preliminary market 
analysis of the developing solutions (products and services) have assessed about the necessary changes 
that CIPSEC introduces in their roadmaps to fit the demands of CI providers. 

The most important achievements in this area are published in D5.1, [1]. Below are the most relevant 
outcomes: 

n Market analysis: CIPSEC consortium has studied the situation of the digital security market. 
The acquired knowledge will be used to improve the business approach and to adapt the 
marketing strategies considering competitors' weaknesses, leaks and failings as well as the 
potential costumers’ preferences. 

n Product and services competitors: CIPSEC partners have performed a deep analysis of 
their main competitors, paying a special attention to what they are already offering. A detailed 
comparison between CIPSEC’s products and services, with its corresponding state-of-art 
solutions, is provided. This work will be used as a basis for responding to competitors 
marketing campaigns and launch cost-effective products in the market. 

n CIPSEC business model and individual exploitation plans: CIPSEC follows three 
complementary exploitation models: i) all partners together work on the general CIPSEC 
business approach; the business model description given at the Grant Agreement will be 
taken as baseline and it will be further developed in the next months; ii) the academic 
partners have the focus on knowledge advancement to extend their leading roles in the 
research community; and iii) industrial partners follow a commercial exploitation approach to 
develop new products. 

For the second year of the project, the CIPSEC consortium will actively collaborate as a whole to work out in 
detail a joint-exploitation plan which meets the requirements of individual partners (content f D5.1), but at the 
same time positions the CIPSEC framework in the market as a unique and competitive solution. This later point 
is considered the real added-value of the project, and it will be elaborated once CIPSEC approach is clearly 
defined on a conceptual level and the preparation of pilots is running. 

3.2 Detailed report on exploitation activities 

3.2.1 Market analysis 
As mentioned in Section 3.1 most of the industrial partners in the consortium carried out a market study 
analysis in Critical Infrastructure Protection products and/or services for deliverable D5.1, [1]. To have a 
detailed insight of the position of partners providing tools and services have been distributed and analysed as a 
whole , in month 6 dedicated questionnaires to bring together the different views within the Consortium . The 
market analysis activities carried out during the first-year fall in the following categories: 

n Market analysis in Protection products and/or services: 

• ATOS: ATOS has a wide expertise with SIEM technologies (owning its own solution: XL-SIEM). 
Therefore, ATOS carried out the analysis of anomaly detection competitors’ products. In addition, 
ATOS contributed to D5.1 [1], with the identification and subsequent analysis of Key competitors. 
Finally, ATOS reviewed the current situation about Public-Private Partnerships in Europe and gave 
some snippets about Contingency plan services based on these PPPs. 

• EMPELOR: Empelor produced a market analysis in Critical Infrastructure Protection products and 
services, focused mainly on embedded devices and single board microcontroller platforms. 

• AEGIS: AEGIS performed a market analysis related to forensics visualization tools in the context of 
ForToo EU-funded project (forensics analysis in social networks). Part of this work has been leveraged 
to build on top of it and produce relevant contributions to D5.1. AEGIS plans to revise/update/enhance 
the specific market analysis the following months. 

• WOS: WOS performed an initial market analysis to understand the needs and particularities of the 
Critical Infrastructure Protection market. 
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n Commercial presentation of CIPSEC product, or presentation mentioning CIPSEC, to potential clients on 
Critical Infrastructure Protection: 

• ATOS: During the initial stage of the project, ATOS has leveraged the awareness of CIPSEC within 
ATOS internal community, with a special focus on scientific experts, by stressing aspects such as the 
CIPSEC platform to be developed and the intentions and goals behind it. 

• UoP: UoP hardware security module can be part of trusted IoT devices. UoP is currently setting up an 
IoT infrastructure in the city of Patras (https://www.thethingsnetwork.org/community/patras/). This 
infrastructure has been presented to the municipality of Patras. 

• Empelor: Empelor has not made any presentation to potential clients specifically on Critical 
Infrastructure Protection. However, the CIPSEC project has been cited on various discussions with 
customers regarding Empelor’s own product (Secocard). Furthermore, Empelor has made commercial 
presentations of Empelor’s Secocard product. Additionally. Emperlor has carried out presentations 
highlighting the new characteristics that are being added to Secocard due to Empelor’s participation in 
the CIPSEC project. 

• WOS: WOS has received good feedback on the Smart City World Congress where they participated 
and started some new leads to exploit in the near future. Besides this, WOS detected a good 
opportunity where they can offer their product to detect jamming attacks in critical infrastructure and 
they will mature this in the next months. 

n Analysis of current trends in Critical Infrastructure Protection: 

• ATOS studied CI cyber security market scenario where the main conclusions were: i) Ransomware 
continues to be a growing challenge, ii) there is no silver bullets, Integration of existing platforms are 
necessary, iii) Companies’ cybersecurity investments will continue growing. 

• UoP has identified the need for trusted devices in the continuously growing market of IoT networks in 
smart cities. Based on this observation, the UoP research group is targeting the creation of solutions 
for trusted hardware modules. 

• Empelor carried out the analysis on Critical Infrastructure Protection as a part of the strategy to 
improve its own products. 

• DB made such an analysis together with other railway operators and the UIC (the worldwide railway 
organisation, http://www.uic.org/). 

n Analysis of potential competitors in Critical Infrastructure Protection products or services: 

• Bitdefender conducted an extensive analysis on the competitors on the malware niche. 

• COMSEC found that products such as Cyber-X which defend CI in general: https://cyberx-
labs.com/en/home/, can be compared in some points with the final CIPSEC product. 

• ATOS possesses relevant knowledge about the competition in CI protection products as they are very 
active in the field of CI and critical mission systems protection. 

• Empelor in combination with the whole consortium, has made some steps to identify potential 
competitive Critical Infrastructure Protection products or services. 

• WOS analysed the most important players in the wireless protection for Critical Infrastructures. 

n Definition of a commercial strategy for the products or services related to the protection of Critical 
Infrastructures 

• ATOS: With a global team of over 4500 security specialists and a worldwide network of Security 
Operation Centers (SOCs), ATOS offers end-to-end security partnership and integrates the best 
security technologies, offering a full portfolio of security solutions for CI protection against cyber 
incidents. 

• UoP: has not yet defined a strategy in Critical Infrastructure Protection, but in security areas associated 
with it (e.g. hardware security, identity management, blockchain technologies). 

• Empelor has its own commercial strategy for its own products. A commercial strategy for the products 
or services in Critical Infrastructure protection has not been defined yet. 
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• WOS has defined a strategy based on current clients, consortium pilots and potential clients interested 
in their solutions. 

n Decision about the commercial role of Critical Infrastructure Protection products and/or services 

• COMSEC offers the same services for CI and none-CI infrastructures and clients, and does not have 
any special treatment for CI-related services. 

• ATOS aims at being a European top player in providing solutions for CI protection. 

• Empelor has not decided on the exact commercial role for the Critical Infrastructure Protection products 
or services. This decision depends also on other partners since Empelor will seek some synergies 
within the consortium. 

n Definition of the licensing and revenue strategies for the CIPSEC products/services 

• ATOS has already a plan concerning the products and services they bring to the project. However, the 
joint exploitation of CIPSEC outcomes should be decided in the context of broad discussion across the 
Consortium. 

• UoP results are examined through the University’s research evaluation office for potential patents, IPR 
and commercialization in collaboration with UoP industrial partnership network. 

• Empelor has carried out an initial analysis about licensing and revenue strategies for the CIPSEC 
products/services. 

All the above-mentioned work will be used as starting point to merge the individual contents elaborated by the 
partners to define a general market analysis during the second year of the project.  

3.2.2 Industrial roadmap 
Partners were also asked, through the aforementioned questionnaire, about the changes/improvement in their 
industrial roadmap to be addressed to CI providers. We collected these activities during the first year of the 
project, grouping them in different categories. 

n Revision of the business model to be adapted to the Critical Infrastructure market 

• ATOS already has a particular business model for products and services for the Critical Infrastructure 
client segment. 

• Empelor already has a business model for its own products. Some modifications are necessary to 
adapt the existing business model to the Critical Infrastructure products and services market. The 
company is in the process of reviewing it. 

• WOS currently works in the critical infrastructure market but they need to make additional adaptations 
for the Critical Infrastructure Protection Market. 

n Detection of the industrial key players in the Critical Infrastructure market 

• ATOS, being an active player in this context, provides good expertise in this aspect. 

• Empelor, AEGIS and WOS reported, jointly with other partners, several industrial key players in the 
ForToo market analysis. However, all of them consider this list must be revised. 

n Plan for industrial exploitation 

• COMSEC plans to cooperate with Hospital Clinic of Barcelona (HCB), and perhaps with DB and CSI to 
perform a PoC hacking of CI systems. 

• ATOS: CIPSEC results are expected to enhance ATOS services concerning the 360-degree-protection 
of complex infrastructures with the latest innovation outcomes. ATOS has a broad experience as a 
security provider and has deployed their solutions in very complex scenarios. The whole business plan, 
the envisioning of the projects lifecycle, the target clients and the constant watch over the market 
competition is constantly evolved according to the needs evolution and the new challenges cutting-
edge technology that it poses. 
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• Empelor already has its own product (Secocard), which is an embedded electronic device with a focus 
on security. The new characteristics that will be added to Empelor’s product due to the CIPSEC project 
will also define the plan for the industrial exploitation. 

• AEGIS will follow Deloitte’s Fast Track programme [2] to innovation. AEGIS will start the programme 
after the release of a first draft of its tool (MVP). This is the core element of a methodology that is 
guiding Startups to reach as soon as possible the market. The methodology is called Lean Start Up 
Methodology [3]. 

• WOS knows the market and they are now approaching some key organisations. 

n Analysis of suitability of solutions/services in the CIPSEC project to fit in a PPP (Public-Private 
Partnership) model 

• ATOS participates in Cybersecurity PPP called ECSO (European Cyber Security Organisation) as well 
as in others such as Big Data Value Association, 5G PPP and FI PPP. ATOS publishes CIPSEC within 
these organizations in order to align the efforts made to the European cybersecurity agenda and 
roadmap.  

• AEGIS has not analysed yet this suitability. However, considering that AEGIS is interested to support 
CIPSEC project after its official duration, it is almost certain that AEGIS visualization toolkit will fit in 
such model. 

• WOS products fit in a potential PPP model in Critical Infrastructures. 

n Making an exploitation plan for Critical Infrastructures Protection products/services: 

• COMSEC plans to cooperate with Hospital Clínic de Barcelona (HCB), and perhaps with DB and CSI, 
to perform a PoC hacking of CI systems. 

• ATOS owns assets with focus on CI protection whose exploitation plan is well defined. The exploitation 
plan for the CIPSEC integrated platform is still to be defined in the upcoming stages of the project. 

• UoP: the UoP’s exploitation plan is to support the exploitation of other platforms designed and 
developed by University of Patras (secure IoT devices in sense.city and Forging Online Education 
through FIRE (FORGE) http://ict-forge.eu/). 

• Empelor is in the process of reviewing an exploitation plan for Critical Infrastructure Protection 
products/services. 

• DB wants to use the resulting CIPSEC product and results in their new interlocking technology. 

• WOS is going to approach industrial partners into the consortium in order to validate their solutions and 
get to new potential clients through them. Also, they are approaching their own clients to offer PoC of 
our products developed in CIPSEC project. 

All the above-mentioned work will be used as starting point to merge the individual contents elaborated by the 
partners to define a general industrial roadmap during the second year of the project.  

3.3 Exploitation Actions for Second Year 
In the first year of the project, the Consortium efforts have basically focused on the market analysis and 
exploitation plans of the solutions provided at individual level. Besides, the close interaction within the 
Consortium has allowed becoming aware of the contributions of each partner to CIPSEC concept.   

During the second year, the exploitation plan will however move towards a more holistic approach, trying to 
present the CIPSEC framework to potential users as a compact and unified solution. To that end, a three-
pronged approach will be followed; (1) each partner will use the own commercial network to present CIPSEC 
framework, (2) complementary partners within the consortium will work together to establish synergies in their 
approach to the market, and last but not least, (3) the Consortium as a whole will show CIPSEC to stakeholders 
and position the solution in the market of CIs. This last step will be only feasible once the different pilots are in a 
more advanced stage, and the advantages of CIPSEC have become tangible. To achieve these three operation 
lines, the whole consortium will program regular meetings to work on the different pilots, paying special 
attention to the exploitation aspects. Face to face meetings will help to determine the needs each pilot partner 
has in terms of critical infrastructure protection, as well as allowing commercial partners to understand the 
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issues and particularities of the use cases. Thus, they will adapt the product and services portfolio to fulfil the 
pilot needs, and present a solid solution that really covers all the elements of each different use case.  

 

Commercial partners will benefit of having a unique and real point of view of the needs to be addressed in each 
critical infrastructure market (Health, Transportation and Air quality). Furthermore, they will also start contacting 
additional potential clients from those markets to detect good commercial opportunities outside the consortium. 

CIPSEC consortium will participate in different congresses and events where the project will be presented. In 
such venues, commercial contacts will be addressed and forwarded to the most appropriate partner to start 
new commercial contacts. One of the confirmed events where CIPSEC will participate is the Smart City World 
Congress in Barcelona to be held on November 2017. There, the Consortium will act as technology evangelist 
to boost understanding of the key role of cybersecurity in CIs and their crucial role in IoT ecosystems applied to 
Smart City environments. The whole consortium will also actively participate in different training and workshop 
events, which will allow partners to contact with organizations interested in critical infrastructure protection. It is 
expected that the framework is publicly presented in such events through the successful experience of the 
already-running pilots, leveraging the creation of candidates for future pilots external to the consortium. 

As this is being written, points one and two of the exploitation plan (presentation of CIPSEC concept at 
individual level and search of synergies within the Consortium) are being developed by the partners, and the 
detail is given in the next sub-sections. On the other hand, the third one will be outlined in parallel to the pilots 
implementation. 

3.3.1 AEGIS 
AEGIS will follow Deloitte’s Fast Track programme to Innovation [2], an intensive program which has been used 
many times extensively and has a proven track record to accelerate and facilitate the introduction of an 
innovative product onto the market and ensure its viability. The program facilitates innovative activities, reduces 
time-to-market and investment in commercializing new ideas, reduces uncertainty and improves chances of 
obtaining sustainable revenues from an innovative idea. It brings an innovative idea to life and work according 
predefined phases towards a concrete business model and market plan. It includes eight phases: (i) market 
insights and business requirements; ii) define product’s value proposition; (iii) business requirements validation; 
(iv) elucidate business model/scenarios; (v) identify and explore open issues; (vi) seek synergies with CIPSEC 
partners; (vii) consolidation; (viii) go-to-market, see Figure 1. 

AEGIS will kick-off the process after the release of the first draft version of the product (MVP). Together with 
the MVP, a BMC will be created which will guide AEGIS exploitation activities. In sequence a build-measure-
learn feedback loop will start with end users (e.g., CIPSEC partners and/or industrial partners external to the 
consortium), which will allow AEGIS team to collect the maximum amount of validated learning about business 
requirements (validation) with the least effort. The goal will be to test fundamental business hypotheses (or 
leap-of-faith assumptions) and to help AEGIS to begin the commercialization process (pricing policy, costs, 
etc.) as soon as possible. 

 
 Figure 1 AEGIS Deloitte’s Fast Track programme 
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3.3.2 ATOS 
ATOS will articulate efforts to introduce CIPSEC findings, know-how and outcomes to the company 
cybersecurity portfolio, addressing the whole value chain. ATOS will continue to raise awareness about the 
outcomes obtained in bodies like ECSO, EOS or Spanish Platform for Industrial Security, and within the ATOS 
community itself. This will be done in order to obtain good feedback that helps to steer CIPSEC developments 
taking into account market needs and, in turn, suggest these organisations improvements and refinements to 
their innovation roadmap. 

As soon as we get the first set of results that can be shaped as a demo (like the one of the integrated platform), 
they will be presented to prospective clients. 

From R&D&I perspective, CIPSEC outcomes may expand the innovation scope in the field of critical 
infrastructures in such a way that new proposals could be sent to the European Commission and eventually 
transformed into new projects. 

3.3.3  BITDEFENDER 
Bitdefender will continue investigating how to position itself within the CIs market. Therefore the following 
actions will be performed during the 2nd year of implementation: 

1) Analysis of key-providers of protective solutions for CIs; 

2) Discussion with the rest of CIPSEC partners (Worldsensing, ATOS etc.) to identify common 
approaches for CIPSEC commercialisation; 

3) Preliminary discussions with major Romanian CIs considering the good understanding of local 
conditions. 

The commercial strategy will follow the existing proven commercialisation approach which stands on multiple 
marketing channels (B2B via online channel, B2B via direct contact, B2B via partnerships and B2B via 
conferences and thematic industry-events) supported by appropriate funnels (awareness, consideration, 
acquisition and retention). 

Bitdefender is participating as well in another Horizon2020 project, SMESEC - Protecting Small and Medium-
sized Enterprises digital technology through an innovative cyber-SECurity framework (within the area of 
cybersecurity frameworks for SMEs) which could be a good channel of information and good practices 
exchange. 

3.3.4  CSI 
CSI will implement the solution and test it extensively in production environment, sharing the results with ARPA, 
in order to agree a new solution framework to be used within the entire ARPA network. CIPSEC results could 
also be applied to other parts of CSI network extending the scope of the pilot. 

3.3.5 COMSEC 
COMSEC plans to cooperate with Hospital Clinic of Barcelona, and perhaps with DB and CSI to perform a PoC 
hacking of CI systems. 

In addition, as part of one of CIPSEC activities we will test and evaluate the security of the participating 
products of CIPSEC, and perform a full vulnerability assessment. 

3.3.6 DB 
DB will include the CIPSEC solutions in DB’s current system designs and evaluate their usage. If they can be 
applied, DB will try to pilot them and afterwards use them in their live-systems. The results will be shown at 
several working groups which they are participating. 
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3.3.7 EMPELOR 
During the first year of the project, through various telcos, meetings and relevant documents, Empelor has 
acquired some knowledge about the products of the rest of the partners. Thus, Empelor has been analysing the 
ways that the CIPSEC products/services could fit in the Empelor’s business model. This analysis includes not 
only the new product features that will be developed by Empelor in the Secocard Platform for CIPSEC but also 
the new product features that have been developed or will be developed by the rest of the partners. In this 
sense, the definition of the architecture of the CIPSEC product during the first year of the project and reaching 
a concrete format of the CIPSEC environment has been extremely useful. 

For the second year Empelor is planning to seek cooperation with certain partners inside the consortium. The 
company is also already actively participating in other proposals in related EU projects. Also, due to the fact 
that integration of the features developed for CIPSEC would be fully integrated in Secocard during the second 
year also commercial presentations would make sense. 

3.3.8 FORTH 
FORTH will continue developing the exploitation plan proposed in deliverable D5.1, which were the 
dissemination of the results of the CIPSEC project through other research related projects and in top 
international scientific conferences and journals, as well as the exploitation of the results of the project in 
FORTHcert, which is operated under the supervision of FORTH, in order to provide alerts to organizations and 
their system administrators.  

3.3.9 HCB 
HCB will test in real condition and actively use the results of this project, not only to improve the protection of 
our current IoT systems (medical and non-medical) but also in order to redefine the current standards that are 
being used to impose the minimum technical specifications that should be mandatory fulfilled by every new 
equipment that could be acquired through our direct purchases or public tendering processes. 
  
Besides, we will present the products and the solutions effectively developed within the CIPSEC framework in 
all the working groups in which the hospital is being involved, either with other Health institutions or with the 
Med-Tech companies involved in the rest of our projects, in order to maximize the reach and dissemination of 
its results. 

3.3.10 TUD 
TUD will continue developing the exploitation plan proposed in deliverable D5.1, which were the transference of 
innovative research results such as the safety processes for critical railway systems and development of object 
controllers. TUD’s industrial exploitation in the transport domain will mainly be done in collaboration with DB. 

3.3.11 UoP 
For the second year of CIPSEC project, UoP plans to expand its hardware security lab activities and work on 
hardware and software (HW/SW) components and systems for detecting HW/SW attacks in secure devices. 

Results from this research will be the basis for the creation of trusted IoT components that can form a trusted 
network in a city-wide area that can support secure services over our sense.city platform. 

Finally, as already agreed during the definition of CIPSEC training service, some of our training courses will be 
hosted in our innovative platform for e-learning and will give us the ability to offer online training courses in the 
area of security and Critical infrastructure. 

3.3.12 UPC 
The exploitation activities regarding “Data Privacy Tool” are planned as follows. 
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1) Presentation of the tool to potential clients, especially related to the health scenario (pilot 1). 
Furthermore, we will also look for synergies with other CIPSEC partners to see whether our “Data 
Privacy Tool” could be used to anonymize data generated by their products/applications. 

2) The acquired knowledge will be translated into university courses, both advancing existing education 
activities and motivating new graduate and postgraduate courses and programs, as well as initiating 
focused summer schools. Specifically, we are planning to generate training activities in the context of 
privacy in CIs. 

3) The exploitation activities regarding teaching activities are planned in collaboration with members of the 
consortium with specific expertise who will prepare talks related to security aspects in critical 
infrastructures addressed to both, undergraduate and master students. 

3.3.13 WOS 
Initially, we are going to approach industrial partners within the consortium to test our products and validate 
functionality and reliability so we can have an improved version tested in real conditions. 

After validating our products, we will use the results of the tests to approach some other industrial organisations 
to show the benefits of our products and offer pilot tests. 

We will contact our own clients in order to do the same process and validate functionality and market of our 
solutions to protect Critical Infrastructures. 
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4 Dissemination activities report  
The objective of this section is to provide an overview of the dissemination activities carried out by CIPSEC 
during the first year of the project, starting on May 1st 2016 to April 31st 2017 (from M1 to M12), classified 
according to different categories. 

4.1 Liaison and collaboration activities 
In this subsection, we will describe the current collaborations that project’s partners already have set with other 
related projects, as well as the new established collaborations set during the first year. Besides this, we will 
show what the strategy of collaboration with these related projects is. 

4.1.1 Collaboration with research projects 
During the different WP5 meetings (face to face and teleconferences) the partners agreed on a strategy of new 
collaboration with other related projects. This strategy consists on the following actions: 

n Propose the target project to be included in our project website in the tab linking to related projects (and 
asking them to do the same with CIPSEC). 

n Forward media content stemmed from the target project (e.g., re-tweets, etc.). 
n Mutual inclusion in the newsletter recipients lists. 

n Set a call to introduce projects concepts and ideas and to highlight collaboration opportunities. 
n Organize webinars or any other remote activity to strengthen collaboration. 
n If possible, set an f2f workshop collocated to any relevant wide audience event. 

4.1.1.1 Current participation of partners in related projects 

CIPSEC’s partners were already participating in related projects when CIPSEC started. This is a list of some of 
them and the possible synergies. 

 
ATOS is currently participating in two related projects, WISER and CIRAS: 

n WISER (https://www.cyberwiser.eu/) is a framework conceived to monitor in real-time cyber risk, 
considering both the purely technical and the business point of view. WISER is applicable to a scenario 
where critical infrastructures are to be protected. ATOS coordinates the Consortium. WISER is an ongoing 
project, finishing in November 2017.  

n CIRAS (http://www.cirasproject.eu/) provides a Decision Support System for the protection of critical 
infrastructures. ATOS has coordinated the Consortium and led the technical design and development, 
having produced modules for the comparison of security measures alternatives. CIRAS finished in late 
2016. 

TUD collaborates with: 

n H2020 MSCA-ITN NECS where ATOS is also participating, a Marie Curie International Training “Network 
for CyberSecurity” for the assessment of security (https://www.nics.uma.es/projects/necs). 

n H2020-ESCUDO-CLOUD on security testing (http://www.escudocloud.eu/). 
n German BMBF HASELNUSS on railway CIP security (still no available Website). 
UoP collaborates with: 

n Forging Online Education through FIRE (FORGE) (http://ict-forge.eu/) 
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n COST Action IC1403 Cryptacus Cryptanalysis of Ubiquitous Computing Systems 
(https://www.cryptacus.eu/en/) 

Worldsensing is growing in the vertical security topics. Thanks to the knowledge acquired during the first 
months of the CIPSEC project, this SME was able to participate in novel winner proposal related to Digital 
Security, such as STOP-IT (Strategic, Tactical, Operational Protection of water Infrastructure against cyber-
physical Threats), and SMESEC (Protecting Small and Medium-sized Enterprises digital technology through an 
innovative cyber-SECurity framework). 

UPC is leading the: 

n mF2C project: Towards an Open, Secure, Decentralized and Coordinated Fog-to-Cloud Management 
Ecosystem (http://www.mf2c-project.eu/), which started in January 2017. The main objective of the mF2C 
project is to develop a hierarchical, coordinated management platform facilitating the usage of 
cloud/fog/IoT resources.  

Bitdefender, joint with WOS, is part of a CIPSEC related project: 

n SMESEC project co-financed via Horizon2020 Programme whose scope is to deliver a comprehensive 
cybersecurity solution for SMEs. 

Deutsche Bahn participates in: 

n Shift2Rail (http://shift2rail.org/) 
n As well as TUD, DB participates in the HASELNUSS project on railway security. 
n CYSIS, that is a discussion platform for current topics of cybersecurity in railway signalling. 

(http://www1.deutschebahn.com/innovationsallianz/start/forschung/AG_CYSIS.html) 
n CENELEC,  (https://www.cenelec.eu), an standardization body responsible for the development of 

European Standards for electro technical applications related to the Rail Transport Industry of the 
European Union, working on the topic IT-Security for railways. 

AEGIS participates in: 

n Together with FORTH, AEGIS is a partner of SHARCS (http://www.sharcs-project.eu/) and envisions to 
share knowledge, gained expertize and developed tangible assets. 

4.1.1.2 Established collaboration with related projects 

During the first year of the CIPSEC project different new collaborations with related projects have been 
established. Several calls have been organized in order to find synergies between CIPSEC and the contacted 
projects. Table 1 summarizes the project with an established collaboration with CIPSEC. 

n In January 2017, collaboration agreements were established with the ResiStand project, 
(http://www.resistand.eu/). One of the common objectives identified is related to the contribution of 
CIPSEC to standardization activities. Furthermore, ResiStand will give CIPSEC concrete inputs on what 
end users and customers demand and also share the global vision from the standardization bodies' point 
of view. In this sense, CIPSEC will be part of the community of stakeholder suppliers. Christian Schlehuber 
from Deutsche Bahn (DB) and Apostolous Fournaris from University of Patras (UoP) will be the CIPSEC 
representatives with the ResiStand project. 

Collaboration agreements were also established with Shift2Rail (http://shift2rail.org/) where DB already was 
participating, and with mF2C (http://www.mf2c-project.eu/), lead by UPC. 
n The idea of the collaboration between CIPSEC and Shift2Rail is to establish a link to Shift2Rail WP8 

(cyber security). 
n The expertise acquired by UPC in CIPSEC will help to address the security challenges when designing the 

mF2C architecture; and also, in the opposite way, CIPSEC will benefit from the UPC’s knowledge about 
hierarchical architectures. One of the consequences of this synergy could be the potential submission of a 
proposal focused on hierarchical and distributed security architectures. 
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In February 2017, new collaborations have been established with other projects, such as FP7 ECOSSIAN 
(http://ecossian.eu), H2020 WISER (http://www.cyberwiser.eu) and H2020 KONFIDO (http://www.konfido-
project.eu/) 

n ECOSSIAN is, like CIPSEC, completely related to critical infrastructures. In the case of ECOSSIAN the 
focus is on the prevention, whereas CIPSEC will also provide protection. ECOSSIAN proposes to 
implement a prototype which facilitates preventive functions like threat monitoring, early indicators and real 
threat detection, alerting, support of threat mitigation and disaster management. The contact person in 
CIPSEC for ECOSSIAN is Carlos Valderrama from WOS. 

n In the case of WISER, both projects, CIPSEC and WISER, have several similarities: both integrate assets 
brought by different partners, and both intend to protect a target infrastructure. CIPSEC puts a much 
stronger focus than WISER on critical infrastructures, while WISER is rather focused on SMEs. The 
contact person from CIPSEC that will serve as link with WISER is Gil Cohen from COMSEC. The next 
starting points of collaboration were established in the following terms: 
• Possibility of including DB and HCB in verticals of WISER 

• Utilize Cyber WISER light service to analyse the vulnerabilities of our pilots. 

• Promote workshops and training courses of WISER to CIPSEC partners and vice versa. 

n CIPSEC and KONFIDO also established a collaboration in February 2017. Common objectives between 
KONFIDO and CIPSEC would be to study how KONFIDO makes an enhancement of the trust and security 
of interoperable eHealth services and how CIPSEC protects interconnected medical devices. The contact 
person with KONFIDO in CIPSEC is Neeraj Suri from TUD. CIPSEC-KONFIDO collaboration will be based 
on: 

• Find commonalities between requirements of both projects for health sector, especially at storage level. 

• Study the application security frameworks in health scenarios in cross-border cases, with the 
associated change of regulation. 

• Study of innovative cryptography techniques. 

 
Table 1 CIPSEC related projects 

Project name Project link CIPSEC link Establishment 

RESISTAND http://resistand.eu/ DB (Christian Schlehuber), 
UoP (Apostolos Fournaris) 

Pending 

S2R http://shift2rail.org/ DB (Christian Schlehuber) Pending 

mF2C http://www.mf2c-project.eu/ UPC (Xavi Masip) Pending 

ECOSSIAN http://www.ecossian.eu/ WOS (Carlos Valderrama) Conference February 22 

WISER https://www.cyberwiser.eu/ COMSEC (Gil Cohen) Conference March 10 

KONFIDO http://www.konfido-
project.eu/ 

TUD (Neeraj Suri) Conference March 14 

4.1.2 Participation in Forums 
Different partners in the consortium have contributed in several fora with their expertise in critical infrastructures 
security.  

ATOS participates in the European Organization of Security (EOS) and International Cyber Security Protection 
Alliance (ISCPA),[4], from November 2011. TUD participated in the railways forum, “Security of Signaling Pre-
standard DIN VDE V 0831-104”, [4], as well as in CIPS Standards Forum at US-NIST (National Institute of 
Standards & Testing) [6]. NIST is exploring if compliance to existing Cloud and industrial safety standards can 
be mandated onto varied critical infrastructures to have a compliance based liability approach. The targeted 
CIPS spanned transportation, power generation, telecommunication and financial/e-commerce applications. 
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4.1.3 Proposal of organized workshops 
According to the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) included in the DoA, CIPSEC must organize three 
workshops co-located in international events between months M18 and M36. The main objective of these 
workshops is to enhance exchange of knowledge between experts and technicians and also to disseminate 
results of the projects in each one of the phases, architecture definition, implementation and demonstration. 
During the first year CIPSEC has not yet organized any workshop, but there has been the agreement of 
organizing three workshops, two of them in the second year, and one during the third year: 

n UPC will organize the first CIPSEC workshop, “Security vs Quality: A Dilemma for Critical Infrastructures 
Management”, [7], on June 14 in Vilanova i la Geltrú, Spain, and co-located with the IWQoS 2017, 
IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Quality of Service. 

n TUD will chair the second CIPSEC workshop on “International Workshop on Securing Critical 
Infrastructures” [8], co-located with 2th International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security 
(ARES 2017) on August 29, in Calabria, Italy. TUD will also liaise with MCSA-ITN-NECS, [9], for running 
the workshop Quantitative aspects of Security Assurance - QASA 2017 [10]. 

n UoP will organize the third CIPSEC workshop with a title to be defined, also co-located in the conference 
ARES 2018 

4.1.4 Other collaborations 
TUD will co-host along with DB Netz the “Scientific Railway Signaling Symposium (SRSS)” over April 19, 2017, 
[11]. The symposium will discuss research approaches to control and safety/security engineering, and 
specifically for the new generation of interlocking technology under the theme "The Management of the 
Railways of the Future". 

TUD and DB Netz AG founded the workgroup CYSIS [5] that is a discussion platform for current topics of 
cybersecurity in railway signalling. In addition, railway manufacturers and service providers take part in the 
meetings. 

4.2 Training Activities 
The first type of training activities developed during the first year of CIPSEC is the realization of four PhD 
Theses and one BS/MS Thesis: 

n TUD has ongoing CISPEC BS/MS Thesis: “A Defense mechanism against DoS attacks in Phasor 
Measurement Traffic through Multipath-TCP”, by Ferdaus Nayyer. 

n TUD has ongoing CIPSEC related PhD Theses: “Quantification of Cloud Security” by Ahmed Taha, 
“Security Information Leakage Models” by Tsvetoslava Vateva- Gurova, and “Security Aspects in Railway 
Systems” by Markus Heinrich. 

n UPC has ongoing related PhD Thesis:” Hierarchical Security to Fog-to-Cloud (vertically) and Fog-to-Fog 
(horizontally) Architectures”, Sarang Kahvazadeh 

The second type of training activities is the participation of CIPSEC partners in seminars addressed to master 
students: 

n CIPSEC Seminar - Security & the Cloud - The Issues and Metrics; Universidad Poliécnica de Madrid 
(Ruben Trapero from TUD) September 2016. 

n Agreement on the CIPSEC participation in a seminar within the UPC Cybersecurity Management Master 
[13], (Rodrigo Díaz form ATOS/Xavi Masip, from UPC) Barcelona May 2017. 

With regards to training courses, the first CIPSEC training course will be organized by FORTH, with the 
collaboration of UoP, AEGIS, UPC and COMSEC, in July 2017 in Hrakleio (Crete, Greece). This training 
activity will be col-located with the 2nd IEEE workshop on ICT Solutions for eHealth [14].  
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4.2.1 Tools demos 
As part of the internal training activities and also within the WP2 activities, it was proposed that each of the tool 
providers realize a demonstration about their tool. The main aim of these demos was to allow all the partners to 
know about how every tool works. Some of these demos were video recordings, which were uploaded in the 
CIPSEC internal repository for internal dissemination and partners’ training. The demos created during this first 
year were: 

n WOS provided a demo about their DDoS jamming tool demo in WP2 call on October 20th 2016. 
n UPC recorded a video and provided a power point presentation about the Anonymization, which were 

uploaded to CIPSEC internal repository on December 15th 2016. 

n AEGIS provided a demo (which was recorded) about its Visualization tool in WP2 call in December 22nd 
2016.  

n Empelor provided a demo (which was recorded) about its Secocard tool in WP2 call in January 12nd 2017.  
n Bitdefender recorded a video demo about its GravityZone tool on January 18th 2017, which was uploaded 

to CIPSEC internal repository for internal dissemination. 
n UoP recorded a video and provided a power point presentation about the Hardware cryptography/FPGA 

tool, which were uploaded to CIPSEC internal repository on January 30th 2017. 

n ATOS provided a demo about the XL-SIEM tool on February 2nd 2017. This demo was also recorded and 
uploaded to CIPSEC internal repository. 

4.3 Scientific Publications 
During the second general assembly in Crete (Greece) it was established an agreement about the strategy of 
scientific publications. It was decided that the abstract must be shared with the consortium 1 week before 
submission, looking for feedback from partners and to be agreed by all. 

This is the list of the accepted and/or already published papers: 

n ATOS has a publication in the SIC journal about projects ARIES and CIPSEC [16]. 

n CYSIS (of which TUD is part of) published a whitepaper titled “Resiliente Architekturen in der Eisenbahn-
Signaltechnik” (English: Resilient Architectures in Railway Signalling), 2016, [12]. 

n TUD published the paper “SeReCP: “A Secure and Reliable Communication Platform for the Smart Grid”, 
in IEEE PRDC, 2017 [17], presented in January 2017. 

n TUD joint with DB has an accepted paper, “"Challenges and Approaches in Securing Safety-relevant 
Railway Signaling", in Workshop on S4CIP, 2017 [18], presented in Paris in April 2017. 

n UPC joint with ATOS has an accepted paper, “Securing combined Fog-to-Cloud system Through SDN 
Approach” in CrossCloud’17 [19] presented in Belgrade on April 2017. 

n UPC, joint with ATOS has an accepted paper, “An SDN-based Architecture for Security Provisioning in 
Fog-to-Cloud (F2C) Computing Systems”, to be presented in the Future Technologies Conference, FTC 
2017, Vancouver, Canada in November 2017, [20]. 

n ATOS has an accepted article, “Improve SIEM capabilities within CIPSEC project" to be presented in 
Jornadas Nacionales de Investigación en Ciberseguridad (JNIC 2017) in June 2017  [21].  

n UoP has an accepted paper, “Hardware Security for Critical Infrastructures, the CIPSEC project 
approach”, in the IEEE ISVLSI 2017 conference under the European Projects section, to be presented in 
July 2017 [22] . 

This is the list of submitted or planned to be submitted papers: 

n DB and TUD have submitted a paper to SafeComp17. 

n UoP plans to submit a paper to Euromicro DSD 2017 conference. 
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4.4 Participation in Scientific Events 
FORTH presented CIPSEC at: 

n CIPSEC has participated in the ESORICS 2016 Conference, [23], Heraklion, Crete, Greece on September 
2016. The CIPSEC project was represented at ESORICS by FORTH. Sotiris Ioannidis, the Technical 
Manager of CIPSEC organized ESORICS as General Chair. The topics of the keynote presentations were 
selected as to have topics related to the problems addressed by the CIPSEC Consortium. Furthermore, 
during the event there was active promotion of CIPSEC via posters, social media, and other material. An 
entry about the participation of CIPSEC in ESORICS conference was written by FORTH in the 
News&Events section of the CIPSEC web. 

ATOS presented CIPSEC at: 

n Brief presentation of CIPSEC at the DISIEM Kick-off meeting by ATOS. ATOS have given insights at the 
Kick-Off meeting of the DISIEM project (H2020 project with GA n. 700692), aiming at identifying potential 
synergies, considering that both projects use intensively the XL-SIEM asset.  

AEGIS presented CIPSEC at: 

n Brief presentation of CIPSEC by AEGIS. Prof. Vassilis Prevelakis was invited by TUD in Germany and 
gave a speech on February 13th 2017 about forensics analysis. During the session Vassilis presented 
briefly CIPSEC. 

CIPSEC was represented by TUD in different scientific events: 

n Research Presentation: "Security Issues in Critical Infrastructures", IFIP WG10.4 Meeting, Toulouse, 
France, (Neeraj Suri), June 24-27, 2016. 

n Seminar “How to Trust Untrusted Entities in CIP”, Caltech/UCLA (Neeraj Suri), July 15, 2016. 

n Brief presentation of CIPSEC by TUD, Synergy with FOSAD Summer School + Synergy with Marie Curie 
Training Network on CyberSecurity - NECS, Bertinoro, July 2016. 

n CYSIS Symposium, current state of the workgroup (Stefan Katzenbeisser, Markus Heinrich), September 
28, 2016 [12]. 

 
 Figure 2  University of Patras attending the Patras IQ Forum 
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n Brief presentation of CIPSEC by TUD, QASA Workshop (Quantitative Aspects of Security Assurance, 
Synergy: NECS); 

n Seminar: Security & the Cloud; Universitat Politécnica de Madrid (Ruben Trapero), September 30, 2016. 

n Brief presentation of CIPSEC by TUD in German ICT Day, Berlin (Synergy: CISPEC, ESCUDO-CLOUD). 

n Panel in German IT-Security Forum, Berlin (Neeraj Suri), October 14, 2016. 

n Workshop: Safety in Transportation [15], Braunschweig, Germany (Markus Heinrich), November 14-15, 
2016. 

n CIPSEC presentation by TUD: German TuV CIP Mtg [25] + Project liaison discussions with EC SELIS [26] 
& German Dynapsys (transportation) projects [27]; Dresden, Germany“, The meeting sponsored by TuV 
(German Regulation Body) was an open forum for presenting ongoing German CIP activities to ascertain 
commonalities and determine cooperation opportunities, February 7, 2017. 

n Scientific Railway Signaling Symposium (SRSS) (Apr. 19, 2017). The symposium discussed research 
approaches to control and safety/security engineering, and specifically for the new generation of 
interlocking technology under the theme "The Management of the Railways of the Future", [11]. 

By UoP: 

n UoP has participated in Patras IQ Forum in Patras [29], 7-9 April 2017, Figure 2. 

By DB: 

n Brief presentation of CIPSEC by DB. Presentation at the Kick-off meeting of the HASSELNUSS Project, 
January 2017 [30]. 

n Mentioned in Shift2Rail meeting [31]. 

By Worldsensing:  

n Dr. Andrea Bartoli has presented the CIPSEC Project and the innovation initiatives of Worldsensing in the 
context of Cyber-Security in the following forum organized from EURECAT: "The value chain of 
cybersecurity in critical infrastructures" - Cybersecurity Day in Critical Infrastructures, “La cadena de valor 
de la ciberseguridad en infraestructuras críticas” - Jornada de Ciberseguridad en Infraestructuras Críticas; 
22/07/2016 in Barcelona [32]. 

By UPC: 

n Brief presentation of CIPSEC by UPC at the Kick-off meeting of MF2C project, January 2017. [33]. 

  

 
Figure 3. Worldsensing attending Smart City Expo 
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4.5 Participation in Industry and Exhibition Events 
WOS presented CIPSEC at Smart City Expo in Barcelona, November 2016. In this talk, Carlos Valderrama 
explained how CIPSEC can help to prevent security issues in Critical Infrastructures such as the one that 
happened in 2016 at a Ukrainian nuclear power plant [36]. A new of this event was written by WOS in the 
News&Events section of the CIPSEC web [37]. 
TUD presented CIPSEC in different international industry events: 

n Trust in the Digital World Conference, The Hague (CIP Presentation to TDL Advisory Board [34]), June 15-
16, 2016. 

n Talk - International Industry-Academia Workshop on Cloud Reliability and Resilience, Berlin, “Resilient 
Cloud Storage – The Consistency View” (Neeraj Suri), Nov 7-8, 2016, [24].  

n Brief presentation of CIPSEC by TUD at Workshop on ICT CI Protection and Trust Quantification [35] at 
TUD premises, December 16, 2016. 

4.6 Communication activities 

4.6.1 Promotional material 

4.6.1.1 Flyer…….…………. 

UPC prepared a flyer, see Figure 4, for being used and distributed in different scientific and industrial events, 
as well as conferences attended by members of the consortium. This flyer was used in: 

n ESORICS 2016, in Heraklion, Crete in September 2016 (by FORTH). 

n In Smart Expo City Expo 2016 in November 2016 (by WOS) during the Cybersecurity Day. 

   
Figure 4 CIPSEC flyer 
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n  Posters and flyers used during Patras IQ Forum, [29], 7-9 April 2017 (by UoP).  

This flyer is public available in the CIPSEC website, [38]. 

4.6.1.2 Poster and roll-up 

UPC was in charge of designing a poster, see Figure 5, size 420x594 mm and a larger version, roll-up of size 
850x2000 mm. The poster is available on the CIPSEC website [39]. This poster was utilized in the next 
meetings: 

n Roll-up version was presented in ESORICS Conference [23] September 2016 by FORTH. 

n Poster, in Patras IQ Forum [29], 7-9 April 2017 (by UoP). 

4.6.1.3 Project presentation 

ATOS and UPC prepared a CIPSEC power point presentation to be freely used and modified by partners when 
attending conferences, meetings and events. These slides are also public and available in the Project website, 
[40]. This presentation has been utilized in the next meetings: 

n Trust in the Digital World Conference, The Hague (CIP Presentation to TDL Advisory Board [34]), June 15-
16, 2016. 

n Panel in German IT-Security Forum, Berlin (Neeraj Suri), October 14, 2016. 

n TUD Workshop on ICT CI Protection and Trust Quantification [35], December 16, 2016. 

n Prof. Vassilis Prevelakis was invited by TUD in Germany and gave a speech on Monday 13/02/2017 about 
forensics analysis. During the session Vassilis presented briefly CIPSEC. 

n Different calls with related project: ECOSSIAN, WISER and KONFIDO. 

 
 Figure 5 CIPSEC poster 
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4.6.1.4 Press releases 

During this first year, different industrial partners in the consortium have prepared and published corporate 
press releases about their contribution in CIPSEC project: 

n CSI has published an article about CIPSEC project, “Infrastrutture critiche più sicure, grazie al progetto 
CIPSEC”, on its web magazine: nuovistrumenti.it on 30th September 2016. This magazine has usually a 
public-sector audience [41].  

n ATOS: Press release by ATOS, September 2016 in Spanish, “Lanzamiento del proyecto CIPSEC, 
orientado a la protección de las Infraestructuras Críticas” [42] and in English [43]. 

n WOS published a press release in July 2016, “High levels of protection in IT and OT – The CIPSEC 
project: UNIFIED SECURITY” and other in October 2016 “Innovation: At the forefront of IoT security”, [45]. 

n Empelor published an article in Euresearch (Success Story Horizon 2020 (2014 - 2020)), “The Expertise 
Making Our Infrastructure Safe” [46], in December 2016, as well as a press release (in German), 
“Secocard-Plattform zentrales Element in EU-Si cherheitsprojekt”, in the PresseBox [47].  

4.6.2 Online presence 

4.6.2.1 Project website 

ATOS provided and supports the project web page, including the blog and newsroom sections, and other kind 
of publications. The main menu includes: Project Overview, Consortium, Blog, Publications, News&Events 
(Newsroom) and Contact. Besides this and in order to give more visibility to the news of the project, the main 
page contains a section of Latest Updates with the latest news and events.  

n The Project Overview page contains a brief description of the project, the latest news, a Twitter window, 
as well as links to the CIPSEC presentation and other promotional material such as the poster and the 
flyer. 

n The Consortium page shows the logos of all the partners with links to individual pages with the 
introduction of the partner and its role in the project. 

n The Blog page contains articles of related topics to CIPSEC addressed to a wide audience. 

n Publications, where all the publications related to the project, such as deliverables, scientific publications 
and press releases, are collected and published. 

n News and Events, showing a list of all the news of project as well as all the events where CIPSEC 
partners participate. 

n Contact allows visitors to send a message to CIPSEC. 

n Related projects will show a brief description of the related project with an established connection with 
CIPSEC. 
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The web page is continuously being updated and improved. Some of the last improvements have been the 
creation of a Blog section (December 2016), the Related projects section (January 2017), and the inclusion of 
a connection to the CIPSEC Twitter account in a window in the Home page (February 2017). Currently, April 
2017, we are working on adding a form for registering in the CIPSEC web page. This action will serve to count 
the number active visitors to the web page, as well as to create a list of subscribers to our Newsletters.  

From Google analytics, we obtain the following results, Table 2, about the web activity during the first year: 

Table 2 CIPSEC web data 
 

CIPSEC data Y1 
Number of visits 8613 
Sessions  1793 
Downloads 303 
Average time of session 3 min 52 s 
Average time in page 1 min 1 s 

Regarding the number of visits, in Figure 7, we can see the top-ten visited pages. The Home page is the most 
often visited one while the second is the Consortium one. Other interesting data is the number of sessions and 
how people connect to the CIPSEC web, that is, from where people connect to the web. In Figure 8, we show 
the main channels to access the CIPSEC web. We observe that the main channel to access is the direct 
access. In second position we have the organic seach, that is by means of a Internet search engine. However it 
is also significant the number of accesses through other channels, by means of social networks and referral. 
Referral means the access by means of a direct link from ab external web.  

Figure 6 CIPSEC Website 
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In order to better analyze this last data, in Table 3 we show disgreggated the accesses through social networks 
and referral. We can see that the social network bringing more visitors to the CIPSEC Web page is Twitter. 
Regarding the external webs, we observe that most of them are related to partners in the projects, except the 
two last, which are the conference where the first CIPSEC workshop will be co-located and a related project 
with a established collaboration. 

   Table 3 Channels accesses using social networks and referral 
 

Social  Referral 
Total: 237 Total: 138 

Twitter: 145 worldsensing.com: 47 
LinkedIn: 77 nam.ece.upatras.gr: 20 

ResearchGate: 15 epsevg.upc.edu: 12 
seceng.informatik.tudarmstadt. 

de: 11 
csipiemonte.it: 10 

es.atos.net: 7  
ics.forth.gr: 6 

ari-dc-tickets.atosorigin.es: 5 
iwqos2017.ieee-iwqos.org: 5 

ecossian.eu: 4 
Other: 11 

 
Figure 7. Most visited pages in CIPSEC web 

Figure 8 Main channels to access the CIPSEC web 
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4.6.2.2 Blog ………….. 

In December 2016, it was proposed a first approach to the strategy of blog’s publications. The consortium 
agreed that the content should be understandable by a wider audience, without formalisms or any need of deep 
technical knowledge, adding also pointers to close-to-date events (conferences, etc.) that may be related to the 
project main areas. The initial idea was to publish one entry per month, with an initial assignation of 
responsibilities, starting the first entry with the project coordinator, ATOS, in December 2016, and continuing in 
January 2017 with an entry from the scientific coordinator of the project, FORTH. The blog contributors are 
selected every six month. The first entries in the blog have been: 

n ATOS wrote the first blog entry: 'Critical Infrastructures: “What if one day everything fails?”, December 
2016 [48]. 

n FORTH has prepared CIPSEC’s January 2017 blog entry “Scientific view of the project” [49]. 
n WOS wrote the third blog entry, “Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity: the crude reality” [50], February 

2017. 
n UoP (March, 2017) wrote the March 2017’s blog entry, “Using Hardware Means to secure Critical 

Infrastructure Devices”, on March 28, 2017, [51]. 

4.6.2.3 Plan for Newsletter 

During WP5 calls and meetings in Barcelona, Crete and Luzern, the consortium decided to prepare a 
Newsletter with a periodicity of six months. It was also decided that UPC will be in charge of writing and 
preparing all the Newsletters in the project. The first Newsletter was released on December 2016 [52]. 
Currently this Newsletter is only available online, but we are working on creating a form for subscribing to our 
web page in order of receiving the CIPSEC Newsletter. 

4.6.2.4 External webs 

In this section, we collect the information about dissemination and publicity of CIPSEC done in external webs to 
the project. Some of the partners have announcements about their participation in CIPSEC project, such as: 

n ATOS: At least 4 entries in the ATOS company web page mention the CIPSEC project [53]. 
n Bitdefender has created an entry in their company web briefly introducing CIPSEC [54] 
n CSI: The project is listed among the international projects both on the CSI Internet and intranet website 

[55]. 
n UOP created an entry to the UoP, Electrical and computer Engineering Dpt. NAM Lab web site [56]. 
n WOS in [57] 
n UPC created an entry in the research group web, CRAAX, [58], as well it was referenced the EPSEVG 

web [59]. 
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In Table 3, we have observed that 138 connections to the CIPSEC web have come from direct links of external 
websites, most of them from websites related to the partners of the projects. For this reason, in the second year 
of the project we will encourage to announce the participation in CIPSEC project on their institutional websites. 

4.6.3 Social networks 

4.6.3.1 Twitter ………….. 

The CIPSEC Twitter account, https://twitter.com/CIPSECproject, was created in September 2016. The activity 
of this Twitter account has been the following: 

n 83 followers 
n 58 following 
n 116 tweets 
The CIPSEC project started in May 2016 and during this first year we achieve 83 followers and 116 tweets. If 
we compare with related projects: H2020 Wiser, that started in January 2015, has 300 followers and 1401 
tweets, and H2020 Konfido, that started in November 2016, has 21 followers and 7 tweets.  With these 
comparative data from similar projects we conclude that on one hand we are in the good track, and on the other 
hand, the growth in the number of followers is not linear, but it may be exponential. The larger the number of 
followers, the higher the diffusion of project tweets, and as a consequence the number of new potential 
followers is also increased. From the 83 followers, some of them are external to the project and other are 
members of the consortium: 
n ATOS: Elsa Prieto, Joaquín Rodríguez, ATOS España 
n CSI: Vittorio Valero 
n Empelor: Empelor GmbH, Pascal Papagrigoriou 
n FORTH: Sotiris Ioannidis, Christos Papachristos, Antonis Krithinakis 
n Hospital Clínic de Barcelona (HBC): Manel Sanz 
n TUD: Markus Heinrich, CYSEC 
n UPC: Eva Marín, Alejandro Jurnet, Ahmad Mezher 
n WOS: Carlos Valderrama, Andrea Bartoli 
n UoP: Kostas Lampropoulos, Apostolos Fournaris 

 
 
 Figure 9 CIPSEC Twitter account (March 22, 2017) 
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In Twitter, we disseminate all the relevant information related to CIPSEC, such as; new publications in the web, 
new accepted papers, publicity of our workshops and training events, attendance of events, talks, etc. We also 
share tweets from other related groups or companies that we consider of interest for CIPSEC followers. 

The CIPSEC Twitter account had a relative great impact with in total 29 K impressions in six months from 
September 2016 to March 2017. The number impressions has not had a linear growth because in the first three 
month the number of impressions was 4,9 K, with in average 57 impressions per day; whereas in the second 
three months, from December to March 2017 the number of impressions was 24,1 K, with, in average 266 
impressions per day, see Figure 10. Even, some of these Tweets had more than one thousand impressions, 
such as: 

n New CIPSEC entry blog, in February 27, with 5444 impressions  

• Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity: the crude reality, http://www.cipsec.eu/content/critical-
infrastructure-cybersecurity-crude-reality by @Worldsensing 

n Deadline February 28 http://iwqos2017.ieee-iwqos.org/workshop/, in February 20, with 7109 impressions. 

n CIPSEC will collaborate with ResiStand EU Project, in January 30, with 1244 impressions. 

• More info: http://www.cipsec.eu/content/cipsec-resistand-collaboration 

4.6.3.2 Research Gate 

Although Research Gate is a social network more research oriented we also created a CIPSEC account, 
https://www.researchgate.net/project/CIPSEC-Enhancing-Critical-Infrastructure-Protection-with-innovative-
Security-framework in September 2016. In this case, the publications are more focussed on disseminating 
research publication and events. The activity of this account has been the following: 

n 6 collaborators 
n 14 followers 
n 8 project updates 
From the 14 followers, the next ones belong to CIPSEC: 

n ATOS: Joaquín Rodríguez 
n UPC: Eva Marín, Sarang Kahvazadeh, Ahmad Mezher, Jordi Forné 
n UoP: Kostas Lampropoulos, Apostolos Fournaris 
In Research Gate, we disseminate information related to published articles, training courses and workshops, 
that is, information more focussed to research. 

 

 

Figure 10 Twitter Impression from December 2016 to March 2017 
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4.6.3.3 LinkedIn 

A CIPSEC LinkedIn group was created in September 2016 and its activity has been: 

n 25 posts 
n 50 members 
One of the KPI factors for the whole duration of project is to have 300 connections in LinkedIn. If we compare 
with a similar project such as, H2020 Wiser, they have achieved 981 connections during the two years. We 
think that due to the exponential growth commented in the Twitter subsection, and although our KPI is 300 
connections we can also achieve many more than 300.  
From the 50 members, some of them are CIPSEC partners and other external: 

n AEGIS: Vassilis Prevelakis, Ilias Spais. 
n ATOS: Antonio Álvarez, Elsa Prieto, Joaquín Rodríguez, Rodrigo Díaz, Elena González. 
n Bitdefender: Ciprian Oprisa, Ovidiu Mihăilă. 
n CSI: Barbara Lumel, Vittorio Valero. 
n Deutsche Bahn (DB): Christian Schlehuber. 
n FORTH: Sotiris Ioannidis, Christos Papachristos. 
n Hospital Clínic de Barcelona (HBC): Manel Sanz, Ferran Rodríguez, Mario García Causapié. 
n UPC: Eva Marín, Xavi Masip, Alejandro Jurnet, Ahmad Mezher, Jordi Forné, Sarang Kahvazadeh 
n TUD: Markus Heinrich, Neeraj Suri 
n UoP: Kostas Lampropoulos, Apostolos Fournaris 
n WOS: Carlos Valderrama, Andrea Bartoli 
n Comsec: Gil Cohen, Amir Atzmon 
We find some concerns about the group visibility outside LinkedIn; it is not easy to find the group. For this 
reason, in March 2017, the WP5 members asked the rest of the consortium the permission of creating a usual 
CIPSEC LinkedIn account. The consortium agreed and the account was created but maintaining also the 

 
 

Figure 11 CIPSEC group in LinkedIn (March 22nd, 2017) 
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group. The LinkedIn account has 35 followers and published 11 posts, some of them with up to 142 views. In 
this account, as well as in the group, we disseminate all the relevant information related to CIPSEC, such as, 
new publications in the web, new accepted papers, publicity of our workshops and training events, attendance 
of events, talks, etc. We also share post from other related groups or companies that we consider of interest for 
CIPSEC followers. 

4.7 Dissemination Plans for Second Year 

4.7.1 General dissemination plan 
Although project started in May 2016, the dissemination plan included in D5.1 deliverable [1] was launched in 
October 2016. However, dissemination activities were already initiated; the most of the CIPSEC accounts were 
created in September 2016. Dissemination activities have been growing very quickly this first year, and we 
think that they will have an exponential growing during the second year. After the project is consolidated, new 
collaborations will emerge, as well as new research papers will be submitted as a result of the collaboration of 
partners; and some of the already submitted will be accepted. Some of the pending activities we have already 
identified are the following.  

n Project video presentation to be recorded in the 3rd General assembly. 

• This video will show in five minutes a short presentation from project and technical coordinators and 
pilot providers, describing the basic challenges and objectives of CIPSEC.  

n Two workshops will be organized during the second year. The objective of these workshops is to enhance 
exchange of knowledge between experts and technicians and to demonstrate the CIPSEC project 

• The first one, “Security vs Quality: A Dilemma for Critical Infrastructures Management”, will be 
organized by UPC in June 14 in Vilanova i la Geltrú, just after the third general assembly and co-
located with the IWQoS’2017 conference. 

• The second one, “International Workshop on Securing Critical Infrastructures”, will be organized by 
TUD in conjunction with the ARES EU Projects Symposium 2017. 

n A training course will be organized during the second year 

• FORTH will organize the 1st CIPSEC training course in July '17 in conjunction with IEEE ISCC. The 
thematic topic of the training course will be related to the Health CI domain. 

n YouTube account was created but not yet used 

• The CIPSEC video presentation recorded during the third general assembly will be uploaded in this 
YouTube cannel. 

• Videos related to tools demos and first CIPSEC framework demo will also be uploaded. 
n Increase number of scientific publications and scientific events 

• Currently, CIPSEC partners have 4 papers submitted waiting answer. We think that most of them will 
be accepted. 

• More papers will be written during the second year because CIPSEC architecture will be already 
defined and designed and because collaboration from partners will be consolidated. 

n Increase the number of followers in social networks  

• One of the improvements done to achieve this objective has been the transformation of the LinkedIn 
group into a LinkedIn account, in order to give more visibility to the project. 

n Increase the participation in discussion with other LinkedIn groups. 

• Although we are very active in our LinkedIn account and group we should participate in discussions in 
other LinkedIn groups related to security and/or critical infrastructures (CI). 

n All partners should try to mention on their webs the CIPSEC project. 
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• Only 6 of the 13 partners have entries related to CIPSEC in their institutional webs. However, in the 
individual plans in next subsection, some of the partners have as an objective for the next year to 
mention (or create web entries) CIPSEC in their webs. 

n Increase the liaison and collaboration with related projects 

• We have settled six collaborations with other related projects. During the second year, these 
collaborations will be more fruitful because the CIPSEC project will have completely designed its 
architecture and will start the implementation phase, which is a phase where more synergies with other 
related projects will emerge. 

4.7.2 Individual dissemination plan 

4.7.2.1 AEGIS …………. 

During the second year of CIPSEC, AEGIS will organize and run a training session related to forensics analysis 
during the CIPSEC’s workshop at Crete in summer 2017. The focus of this training will be the CIPSEC 
visualization toolkit and the search for ways that can facilitate the production of effective forensics reports. 
AEGIS will demonstrate how the forensics investigators can use the visualization toolkit to clarify the hidden 
details of a cyber security incident. Moreover, AEGIS is planning to prepare and submit a relevant paper in The 
Third International Conference on Information Security and Cyber Forensics (INFOSEC2017). Finally, AEGIS 
web based channels, like the official web site and Twitter account, which has been released in March 2017 and 
will be used to disseminate CIPCEC’s activities and achievements. 

4.7.2.2 ATOS ………… 

ATOS plans to submit a paper to a journal focused on theoretical scientific topics about the unified architecture 
created in CIPSEC. They are exploring the possibility of organizing some workshop in collaboration with 
projects related to CIPSEC activities. The two main common points with the other projects would be: the 
protection of critical infrastructures as a goal and the use of SIEM systems as a core part of the project. ATOS 
will participate in the CIPSEC workshop that will take place in Vilanova i la Geltrú (Barcelona) on June 14th, 
2017.  

ATOS will continue to promote CIPSEC in our Twitter account, either by creating tweets with relevant highlights 
of the project, or retweeting the most relevant contents from CIPSEC account. They will also leverage the 
promotion material in place to generate interest across Atos network of clients and partners, devoting time to 
direct interaction. 

4.7.2.3 Bitdefender 

For the following period the Bitdefender team will conduct the following dissemination actions: 

n Create content for the specific section allotted for CIPSEC on Bitdefender R&D projects webpage: 
https://rdprojects.bitdefender.com/ covering major milestones; 

n Continue to issue press releases covering project progress; 

n Organise an information session for Romanian CIs where to present how CIPSEC could positively impact 
the CIs; 

n Bitdefender is also partner within another H2020 funded project: “SMESEC - Protecting Small and 
Medium-sized Enterprises digital technology through an innovative cyber-SECurity framework”. As both 
CIPSEC and SMESEC projects have some common topics such as development of cyber-security tools 
and frameworks, the Bitdefender team will use SMESEC events to communicate information about how 
tasks from CIPSEC project are carried out and if some results could be useful for the SMESEC 
implementation. 
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4.7.2.4 COMSEC 

n Comsec has security trainings/courses that can be used for CIPSEC in the future, after several 
modifications. In addition, Comsec will help FORTH’s in the preparation of the training course by lecturing 
about DDoS. 

n There is a CyberTech cyber security conference in Israel [60]. Comsec has a stand and will present 
CIPSEC at the next conference. 

n Comsec plans to add CIPSEC to their website and interact and republish CIPSEC materials in social 
networks. 

4.7.2.5 CSI ………… 

CSI plans to publish an article in May 2017 about CIPSEC project on local websites whereas CSI will release 
an article focused on the first results of CIPSEC in fall around the first WP3 deliverable due date when there will 
be some results to actually show. CSI will also use ARPA (regional environmental protection agency) 
communication channels to communicate CIPSEC activities. 

4.7.2.6 Deutsche Bahn 

In this year, DB is participating in several workshops and conferences (industrial and scientific) and will 
promote CIPSEC and its results in this context. DB will also mention results if applicable to the context of their 
talks. Besides, DB will try to promote the project within their organization via their website. 

4.7.2.7 EMPELOR …………. 

The dissemination activities that the company is planning for the second year are the following: 

n The company owns two websites. One of them is dedicated to the company while the other one is 
dedicated to the company products. An entry about the CIPSEC project will be uploaded in the second 
website as well. The content will be updated in relation to the project progress. 

n Empelor GmbH actively participates in other project proposals in related EU projects.  The results of 
CIPSEC will be disseminated as soon as the company secures its presence in a relevant project. 

n During the second year, development of new features for the CIPSEC project will be integrated with 
Empelor’s own product (Secocard). As a result the company will increase the awareness of the project 
through its own marketing activities.  

4.7.2.8 FORTH ……….. 

FORTH will organize the 1st CIPSEC training course in July 2017 in conjunction with IEEE ISCC. The thematic 
topic of the training course will be related to the Health CI domain. Indicative sessions may include network 
monitoring, honeypots, DDoS and other defences. FORTH will also continue its dissemination activities by 
publishing the work performed in conferences and journals. FORTH plans to disseminate CIPSEC activities 
through other project’s communication channels that are regularly used by them. 

4.7.2.9 HCPB ………… 

The Hospital Clinic of Barcelona website will hold an entry linked to the CIPSEC webpage used to 
communicate all the news and dissemination activities derived from the CIPSEC actuations in the hospital 
equipment and projects. Additionally, the attendance of any Clinic IT-professional to any activity related with 
CIPSEC, such as meetings or training activities, will be shared in the social media in which the Hospital is 
involved. 
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4.7.2.10 TUD ………….. 

TUD will continue expanding its dissemination with publication for CIP techniques, security architectures and 
security assessment. 

n TUD will lead the CIPSEC Workshop #2 on “Securing Critical Infrastructures” at the ARES conference 
collocated with ARES 2017 (Calabria, Italy) in Aug-Sept 2017; it also plans to lead the QASA Workshop (in 
conjunction with MSCA-ITN-NECS), and will be in the Tutorials co-lead at DSN 2017 
https://dsn2017.github.io/. 

n TUD will continue its advocacy of CIP via academic and industrial seminars, panels and at policy fora (in 
Germany, EU and internationally).  

4.7.2.11 UPC …………… 

UPC will organize and chair the 1st workshop “Security vs Quality: A Dilemma for Critical Infrastructures 
Management co-located with IEEE/ACM IWQoS17 (Vilanova i la Geltrú, Spain) in June 14, 2017, Figure 12. 
Other planned dissemination activities are: 

n Submitting different papers to conferences and journals, such as, a paper on the privacy risks associated 
to CIs (tentative title “Privacy risks in Critical Infrastructures”) to the International Journal of Critical 
Infrastructure Protection (ELSEVIER). 

n Participation and Organization of the First CIPSEC Workshop that will be held in Vilanova i la Geltrú 
(Barcelona, Spain) on June 14th 2017. 

n Participation in the 1st CIPSEC training course co-located with IEEE ISCC, with a session related to 
privacy.  

n Training activities: creation of a tutorial of the Data Privacy Tool. 

4.7.2.12 UOP ………….. 

UoP will organize the 3rd workshop, co-located with ARES 2018 in September 2018. Since the UoP main 
research activities are based on the results of WP2 (and potentially WP3), UoP main research results are 
bound to be achieved in the second year time frame. Those results are planned to be disseminated throughout 
the time duration of the second year. Our expectations are to publish at least 2 scientific papers of our research 
work and pursue further project visibility by disseminating the project vision and activities/results in EU 
networking actions like hiPEAC (European Network on High Performance and Embedded Architecture and 
Compilation [61]) and various COST Actions where UoP is involved in. 

Also, during the second year UoP is co-organizing (co-chairing) the 2nd CIPSEC Workshop and we have 
already begun disseminating the CFP in research newsgroups and communities. Morevover UoP has sent an 
article to the 1st CIPSEC workshop organized by UPC. UoP is also going to contribute to the CIPSEC blog and 

Figure 12. 1st CIPSEC Workshop 
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also provide inputs to the CIPSEC social networks and is planning to participate in the 2018 Patras IQ forum 
located in Patras. UoP will also examine the possibility to disseminate the CIPSEC vision activities to other CI 
systems related forums at national level. Also, in the second year, UoP will conduct training courses during the 
1st CIPSEC training session in July 2017. 

Finally, UoP is planning to disseminate the research done in CIPSEC through the UoP NAM website by 
appointing appropriate links to the CIPSEC activities as they are reflected in the CIPSEC official website and 
social network channels. 

4.7.2.13 WOS ………… 

During the second year of this project, Worldsensing will increase the dissemination activities for the CIPSEC 
initiative, participating on workshops and training courses for critical infrastructures and related matters and 
organizing special event during the SCEWC 2017.  

Worldsenisng is planning to organize a hackathon in the next months about IoT and cyber-security topics. 
WorldSensing will publish blog entries, articles and press releases related to the CIPSEC project outcomes, 
critical infrastructure protection and cyber security. Also, WorldSensing will participate in some other related 
H2020 European-funded projects related to Digital security such as SMESEC and STOP-IT. 
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5 Standardization Activities Report 

5.1 Report on Standardization activities in first year 
Actually, the CIPSEC standardization activities commenced at M6 and will continue over the period of M6-36. 
While the CIPSEC research institutes lead the standardization activities, for maximal effectiveness the CIPSEC 
industry partners and the Advisory Board members will also engage to assist the standardization activities that 
are primarily influenced by industry practitioners. 

As per the CISPEC’s standardization plan, the following actions are in progress:  

A. Project-internal dissemination of standards information to ensure partner awareness of the CI-
relevant standards and for their task development to be conformant to the CI-standards 

B. Based on the CI pilot owners and industry-partner development of activities (tools, methods etc.), to 
provide feedback to the standardization bodies in order to help improve their standards and their 
interoperability. 

C. Participate in the evolution of standards to advocate the results of CIPSEC’s innovations. 

T5.3 Activity Planning and Emphasis Points: 

n The leaders of T5.3 (TUD, FORTH, UoP) initiated Action A by soliciting inputs from the CIPSEC partners 
to identify standards bodies where CIPSEC has direct contacts to contribute. This participation (as listed in 
Table 4) forms the core of the CIPSEC standardization activities. This will be extended to other bodies, as 
long as it is possible, over the rest of the project. There are two relevant points for the the standardization 
plan:  

• Standards are typically led and influenced by (large) industry. Consequently, the role on CIPSEC 
industry members and AB members is crucial. Overall, CIPSEC needs to be pragmatic for the level of 
influence on standards possible by CIPSEC.  

• The timelines of the standards meetings (input solicitation and decision processes) can often take 
years to converge. Consequently, CIPSEC will maintain a pragmatic engagement (Actions B & C) via 
participation in standardization bodies following the activities described in Table 4 and will interface the 
appropriate CIPSEC results synchronizing, as possible, across both the CISPEC deliverables and 
standards schedules. 

Table 4 outlines the primary standard bodies where CIPSEC has direct contact (as listed in the column marked 
“Involved Partners”) and the planned activities. 
Table 4 Standard bodies contacted by CIPSEC 

Standard 
Body 

Standard’s 
Activity Profile 

Involved 
Partners 

Current Engagements + 
Planned Activities 

Activity Update 

DKE Security of 
signaling pre-
standard DIN 
VDE V 0831-104 
 
Protection profile 
for signaling:  
DIN VDE V 0831-
102 
 
Safe transport 
protocol: (DIN 
VDE V 0831-200) 

TUD, DB DKE: Deutsche 
Kommission für 
Elektrotechnik 
 
TUD + DB wrote the 
preliminary draft for the 
standard DIN VDE V 
0831-104, and will 
maintain active 
involvement in its 
development. 
 
DB wrote a standard for 
protection profiles for 
signaling systems (DIN 

TUD and DB have continued their 
direct involvement in the ongoing 
development of the pre-standard 
DIN VDE V 0831-104 that is 
conducted in the workgroup DKE 
351.3.7. The standard will be 
updated to the current state of 
knowledge taking into account the 
already published parts of IEC 
62443. The changes focus on 
updating the content of several 
sections and likely adding new 
sections. 
Some content might get 
transferred to higher levels of 
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VDE V 0831-102) and will 
continue this 
engagement. 
 
DB wrote a standard for a 
safe transport protocol 
"RaSTA" (DIN VDE V 
0831-200) and will 
continue this participation. 
 
DB has become leader of 
the overall railway 
security group AK 351.0.6 
and develops an overall 
railway security standard. 

standardization in order to 
maintain coherence between 
standards of various subsections 
of the railway domain (e.g. rolling 
stock, energy supply, signaling). 
 
DB is leading the new introduced 
DKE 351.0.6, where TUD started 
is also involved. The Working 
Group 351.0.6 of DKE develops IT 
security standards for the 
complete railway sector that 
covers rolling stock and energy 
supply in addition to signaling. 
Currently, the group focuses on 
sector-specific security standards 
to fulfill the German IT Security 
Act. 
 
Besides the above-mentioned 
topics, DB continues to work on 
the pre standards DIN VDE V 
0831-102 and DIN VDE V 0831-
200. 
 

DIN Security + Safety 
group member  

DB WG (Working Group) 
member – continued 
advocacy and observation 
of developments. 

DB participates in the DIN NIA for 
IT security requirements and had 
included the issues of safety-
related systems into the 
discussion. 

CENELEC Involved in SGA 
16 (survey group 
for an EU position 
on IT-Security in 
signaling) 
 
Member at 
CENELEC SG 24 
(development of 
an European IT-
Security standard) 
 
Guest at TC65 

DB WG member. Sustained 
involvement in 
updating/writing of EN 
50126/EN 50128/EN 
50129 standards. 
 
Ongoing involvement in 
rolling stock and fixed 
installations safety and 
security topics. 
 

SGA 16 has officially reported its 
results to TC9X and is currently 
monitoring the work of SG 24. 
 
SG 24 started its work in 12/2016, 
and is currently setting the desired 
scope and works on the basics for 
security in the railway domain. 

TERENA 
TF-CSIRT 

Incident 
Response 

FORTH via 
FORThCert 

WG involvement.  
Continued advocacy and 
observation of 
developments. 

FORTHcert is planning to 
participate in the next TF-CSIRT 
TI (Trusted Introducer) meeting. 
Accredited/Certified Teams only 
are eligible to participate in such 
meetings and FORTHcert is 
expected to be among them. 
There is a pending recertification 
process that we expect to be 
finalized till then. FORTHcert, 
through appropriate 
communication channels, is 
receiving information for security 
incidents and provides its services 
whenever possible to better 
address those incidents. 
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FIRST CERTS Group FORTH via 
FORTHCert 

WG involvement 
www.first.org 

FORTHcert is a full member of the 
FIRST community 
(https://www.first.org/members/tea
ms/forthcert) since 2009. Being a 
full member of FIRST community 
gives the opportunity to the 
participating teams to closely 
collaborate, exchange information 
and knowledge and to more 
effectively respond to security 
incidents. Teams also have 
access to a set of best practices 
and tools shared among the 
community. 

AIOTI  Standardization 
IoT WG3 
Wearables WG7 
Smart Cities WG8 
Innovation 
Ecosystems WG2 

EMPELOR AIOTI: Alliance for IoT 
Innovation www.aioti.eu 
The "IoT Standardisation" 
WG implies the mapping 
of existing IoT standards 
and gap analysis, as well 
as strategies and use 
cases to develop 
(semantic) 
interoperability.  
 
CISPEC Advocacy and 
observation of 
developments. 

Empelor has renewed its AIOTI 
subscription for 2017 and is 
actively participating in AIOTI 
WG3 meetings and online 
discussions. Apart from 
participating in AIOTI WG3 in the 
area of AIOTI Standardization, 
Empelor also participates in 
several other WGs including 
WG07 (Wearables), WG08 (Smart 
Cities) and WG02 (Innovation 
Ecosystems). Empelor continues 
to closely monitor any changes to 
the AIOTI Standardization 
activities that are relevant to the 
CIPSEC project. 

 
IETF Working Group: 

Transport Layer 
Security 

UoP CISPEC Advocacy and 
observation of 
developments. 
 
Follow and participate in 
IETF standardization 
activities relevant to 
CIPSEC topics focusing 
on Critical Infrastructure 
Systems constrained 
resources end nodes 
(IETF Authentication and 
Authorization for 
Constrained 
Environments (ACE) WG, 
IETF Transport Layer 
Security (TLS) WG). 

n Monitoring IETF activities on 
workgroups: 
1. ACE 
2. TLS 
3. SDNRG (till end of 2016) 
4. NFVRG 

 
n Identifying possible 

contribution targets 
n Participating in relevant IETF 

mailing lists (mail exchanges) 
providing comments and 
suggestions in relevant RFC 
draft 

 
 
In addition to the above-mentioned list of standardization bodies, the following additional standards are also of 
interest. Please note that as CIPSEC currently does not have direct contacts with these bodies (that is 
essentially required for advocating and contributing the CIPSEC developments), CIPSEC will follow a best-
effort engagement approach. ATOS (via liaison to the AB) will help support these standardization initiatives on 
a volunteer basis covering body assessment contacts, affected industry (pilots) standards review, etc. These 
additional standards are: 
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n ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) – Technical Committee on Cyber Security (TC 
CYBER). CIPSEC aims to engage TC CYBER for securing ICT communication including Internet. 

n IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineering). As possible, CIPSEC may contribute to P2413 
standard with security recommendations. 

n ISA (International Society of Automation). CIPSEC will endeavour to support the ISA-62443 or ISA99 
working groups on the definition of the Industrial Automation and Control System Security Standard. 

n ONF (Open Networking Foundation). Contributions can be envisaged for OpenFlow related specifications, 
but in general all ONF working groups are potentially in scope for contributions. 

n Other standards related to health and environment monitoring use cases. For example: ISO/TC 68 (health 
informatics), HL7 (Health Level Seven). 

In addition, ATOS is part of ECSO (European Cyber Security Organization) and EOS (European Organization 
for Security) and has good relationship with Spanish Platforms like PESI (Plataforma Española de Seguridad 
Industrial). Despite not being standardization bodies and not managing standards, these organizations 
contribute to set up the European roadmap in security, cyber security in particular. ATOS plans to promote 
CIPSEC in these forums to obtain bidirectional feedback. The guidelines given by these organizations may be 
taken into account for the development of CIPSEC components, while they may consider suggestions from 
CIPSEC to refine and further improve such guidelines and roadmaps. This activity has good fitting not only in 
the context of T5.3, but also in that of T5.2, since it is a dissemination activity envisioned to make CIPSEC 
present in those bodies responsible for establishing European policies. 

5.2 Standardization Plans for Second Year 
The activities and timelines of the standardization working groups and their convergence typically extend over 
years. Consequently, the CIPSEC standardization activities, that will reach the 6 month point at M12 (T5.3 
started at M6), will maintain the activities/engagements as specified in the standardization plan. As the 
engagement with the CIPSEC Advisory Board increases over Year 2, the support of the AB will be utilized for 
their contacts with standardization bodies. 
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6 Conclusions 
In this deliverable, we have outlined the main activities developed in Tasks 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, Exploitation, 
Dissemination and Standardization, covering the period M01-M12.  

Regarding the report of Exploitation, the main activities have been the development of an initial industrial 
roadmap and market analysis. In the market analysis, commercial partners have analysed which are the 
current products/services in Protection, the current trends in CIP, the potential competitors in CIP. Most of them 
are working on the definition of a commercial strategy for products and services in CI. Regarding the industrial 
roadmap, partners were asked by means of a questionnaire, about the improvements of their industrial 
roadmap to achieve the exploitation objectives of CIPSEC; such as the revision of the business model or the 
plan for industrial exploitation. Moreover, in the exploitation plans for Y2 of the project, not only industrial 
partners have presented their plans, but also some Universities have prepared an initial exploitation plan for 
their tools. 

The results of Dissemination activities are also aligned with the planned expectations, with a progressive 
consolidation of dissemination activities. In Table 5, we show the KPIs for the total duration of the project, in 
black, and in red we show the achieved KPIs during the first year (Note that not all the KPIs has an associated 
target). In order of clarifying concepts, we consider the “Number of external workshops, seminars, etc. 
attended” as the events where CIPSEC members present, give a talk, etc; whereas the “Number of events 
attended” considers the number of events attended even when CIPSEC members do not give a talk. It is worth 
noticing that some of the objectives are on the track, such as, the number of workshops during the project 
because we have already agreed on the organization of the three proposed. Other achievements that are on 
track are the number of CIPSEC presentations, the number of published papers and press releases as well as 
the number of events attended by CIPSEC partners. There are other indicators that, notwithstanding the lack of 
KPIs associated to them, are also on track, such as the number of Twitter followers, Twitter impressions and 
blog entries. 

However, other aspects of dissemination should be improved during the second year. Such are the number of 
downloads from the webpage, the number of CIPSEC webinars and tutorials, as well as the number of open 
source components publicly available. However, during the first year there are not enough consolidated 
material to prepare tutorials or to publish open source components. During the second and third years, after the 
first implementation and testing is done, it is expected that enough material will be produced to achieve the 
committed KPIs. 

Finally, the first six months of standardization activities have basically consisted on the identification of 
standardization bodies where CIPSEC has direct contact to contribute, as well as the planned activities with 
these standard bodies. The plans for standardization activities during the second year will be to maintain the 
activities as it is specified in the standardization plan, as well as increasing the engagement with the AB. It is 
expected that with the support of the AB, the project be able to approach other standardization bodies. 
Furthermore, it is also expected that standardization activities will be more fruitful during second and third year 
due to the better consolidation of project results. 

 
Table 5 Key Performance Indicators for the first year 

Key performance Indicator (KPI) 
 
Number of workshops 3 (3 

proposed) 
Reports from industry on improved resilience 
levels 

3 

Number of contributions to standards 2 
Number of contributions to roadmaps, 
discussion papers 

2 

Number of contribution to policy-makers 2 
Number of downloads of material from the 
website per year 

3000 (303) 

Number of registered members of the website* 100* 
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Number of press releases issued 4 (5) 
Number of domain exhibitions attended 10 (3) 
Number of external workshops, seminars, etc. 
attended 

25 (7) 

Number of webinars 3 
Number of tutorials 3 
Number of journal publications 8 (1) 
Number of conference papers and 
presentations 

20 (3 
conferences 
papers and 
14 CIPSEC 

presentations) 
Number of events attended 50 (18) 
Number of business cases elaborated 10 
Number of open source components made 
available 

5 

Participation to venture capitals and business 
angels’ events 

3 

Page views 8613 
Tweets 109 
Tweeter impressions 29000 
Tweeter followers 84 
LinkedIn connections 300 (50) 
Newsletters 1 
Blog entries 5 (5) 

* As we have designed the CIPSEC web there is not the possibility of registering in the website. However, we 
are now working on creating a form for registering. This registration will also serve as the mean of collecting 
email addresses to send the periodical Newsletters. 
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